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Abstract. We have developed three lessons supported by the princi-
ples of inquiry-based learning (IBL) and problem-based learning (PBL)
in educational robotics with the aim of steering and emphasising the
mathematics aspects of the curriculum and the role of mathematics in
STEM, while also touching on the social context and impact of STEM.
Our goal is to inspire and prompt the curiosity in the participants to seek
further understanding in mathematics, to develop mathematical think-
ing and problem-solving skills, and to see applicability in the emerging
world where artificial intelligence and automation are transforming the
skills learners will use as professionals. Moreover, we have delivered our
ideas to educators in high-school who indicated they would incorporate
our challenges and tools to cross-pollinate different areas of STEM.

1 Introduction

As part of our university’s outreach activities, and as others previously [18, 38,
31], we aim at establishing motivating links with the STEM curriculum using
hands-on experiences with robots. More importantly, we hope to inspire the so
much needed curiosity [15] and assist talented individuals to seek explorations
beyond our activities and encourage their teachers to develop lessons around our
proposed challenges. At a minimum, we provide some exposure to our partici-
pants for the usefulness of mathematical thinking in problem-solving.

The context also derives from the need to ensure high-school pupils meet
prerequisites from our programs that offer professional outcomes in STEM. In
Queensland, for example, the senior Mathematics (Year-11 and Year-12) curricu-
lum is structured into Maths A, Maths B, and Maths C. Maths A covers more
practical topics than Maths B and Math C, and although it is OP eligible (part
of the weighted average for ranking for a government-funded place in university),
it is insufficient for admission into Software Engineering (or other engineering
disciplines) or the Bachelor of Computer Science. At a minimum, candidates
require Maths B as it demands more advanced algebra skills than Maths A
and more sophisticated mathematical thinking. Maths C goes beyond Maths B,
and covers additional pure-maths topics (including complex numbers, matrices,
vectors, further calculus and number theory). We note that topics like Control
Theory [1] would require to deal with feedback-loop control and core notions
of automation need complex numbers, matrices, vectors, calculus and differen-
tial equations. Thus, ideally, we aim at inspiring students to pursue Maths C.
A study covering 10 years (2007-2016) by the Australian Mathematical Science
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Institute reports that across Australia participation in “Advanced Mathematics
(Maths C for Queensland) has steadily dropped from 10.2% in 2007 to 9.5%
in 2017. A very similar decreasing trend has been recorded for “Intermediate
Maths” (Maths B in Queensland): from 21.2% in 2007 to 19.4% in 2016 [3].

We have developed 3 lessons supported by the principles of inquiry-based
learning (IBL), problem-based learning (PBL) with the aim of steering and em-
phasising the mathematics aspects of the curriculum and the role of mathematics
in STEM, while also touching on the social and context impact of STEM. We
hope that topics such as vectors and matrices emerge from the IBL and PBL
exploration as useful mathematics modelling tools, and alleviate the stigma that
Math C topics are pure-mathematics with little application. Hence, our activities
are aimed at the later years of the high-school curriculum and offering oppor-
tunities for teachers of those senior years for interaction in the development of
high-school lessons or projects involving STEM and using robots. We hope to
bridge the teachers from the mathematics department with those of the science
departments, those of new STEM initiatives, those on technology and IT.

Our goal is to prompt the curiosity in the participants to seek further under-
standing in mathematics, to develop mathematical thinking and problem-solving
skills, and to see applicability in the emerging world of where artificial intelli-
gence and automation are radically transforming the skills learners will use as
professionals. We note that problem-solving (highly regarded as a 21st-century
skill [33] and core to STEM skills [12]) cannot be achieved without conceptual
understanding, especially for mathematics [40].

In Section 2 we provide some more details regarding the context in which
our educational experiences take place. We will provide some information on
our chosen infrastructure, and then we will briefly describe our first challenge in
Section 3. While our first challenge is perhaps more IBL and less PBL (although
IBL is the core framework for PBL [24]), our second challenge is probably more
PBL than IBL. We will provide a few more details for the second challenge in
Section 4. Because of space we only touch briefly on our third challenge. We
have conducted sessions describing the activities to three groups of high-school
teachers as part of two professional-development conferences to teachers. We
aimed to evaluate whether they would adopt these ideas into more elaborate
series of lessons and project. Section 6 will present the results of the survey.

2 Context

We regularly receive at the university campus students from high school as
part of our STEM educational activities. The students have very different back-
grounds because they can be as young as Year 6 (±12 y.o.), or already in Year 12.
The may have (but maybe not because they are not even in high-school) an initi-
ation to technology, and in particular (coding) programming. But they typically
see little value in the mathematics they are studying, or the implications in
society by developments in STEM.

Although in some cases using robots was not effective [14], there is now
strong evidence that involving learners in robotics, and in particular, robotics
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competitions and informal camps, stimulates interest for STEM [7, 21, 29, 8, 12,
11, 22, 23]. For example, interest in STEM professions is increased among middle-
school students when the activities are perceived as fun, and involve hands-
on experiences [19]. Some have identified that learning with robots provides
a positive social experience, access to an engaged community and feelings of
success [16]. Because of this impact, several projects to enhance educational
robotics as a catalyst for curiosity in STEM have appeared. In Europe, one
example of an educational platform is the Orbital educational framework [6],
while an example of a large project is ER4STEM [17].

However, our context is different from competitions and camps. We are con-
strained to a two-hour interval. Thus, we adopt a path that includes inquiry-
based learning (IBL) and problem-based learning (PBL) [24]. We exclude project-
based learning because of the time limitations. But, as explained, we are regularly
engaging teachers in high-schools to motivate them to develop project-proposals
from extending our activities.

Each activity is, therefore, based on a challenge, accompanied with a lesson
plan (enabling different facilitators to conduct the activity) and a booklet of
problems. Solving these problems would guide to the solution of the challenges,
and we do not expect pupils to solve them during the sessions. The second
half of the booklet has some sample solution (not all problems have a unique
solution). The booklet is a souvenir for the learners to prompt their teachers or
their parents about the solutions, perhaps requesting a further explanation or
attempting the problem without knowing an answer and use it for later reflection.

The challenges are, to a certain extent, ill-defined. The first characteristic as-
pects of our approach that align with IBL is that we expect the participants to
play and explore with LEGO R©’s EV3s and their programming environment (or
with SoftBank’s Pepper and Nao and the programming environment of Chore-
graphe) before being introduced to the formal argumentation or the scientific
concepts and principles in mathematics and robotics we aim to introduce (the
booklet contains a glossary at the end of terminology and nomenclature). Sec-
ond, our learners are guided to explore, compare, investigate, and repeat their
actions in an attempt to discover. Third, we emphasise that “inquiry is the art
of questioning and the art of raising questions” [24].

Our presentation of problem-solving follows one of the fundamental strategies
for mathematical thinking stated as Polya’s First Principle [26]: Understand the
problem. Scrutinising the problem by inquiry (looking at simpler cases, exploring
the context, and even changing the question ) is part of the learning behaviours
and skills we expect to foster.

All of our lessons work for LEGO R©’s EV3s built under the standard shape
for the differential-drive model named TRAC3R (see Figure 1). All program-
ming can be completed using the EV3 kit software (LABVIEW). LEGO R©’s
EV3s are robust, they hardly break, and they represent an affordable choice for
many educational institutions, including some parents (even with the separately
sold rechargeable pack). LEGO-Mindstorms have been used to stimulate STEM
topics for more than 15 years [39], and its different versions have been widely
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(a) TRAC3R as built
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(b) Main components of a differential drive

Fig. 1: The LEGO R©’s EV3 TRAC3R standard construction.

used [7, 19, 39, 29, 14, 20]. However, we shift emphasis from the coding skills to
the mathematics skills, because we maintain than algorithm understanding (the
proof of correctness of an algorithm) is fundamental to relational understand-
ing [34] in mathematics, and central to the quality of software development.

LEGO R© produced a series of “EV3 and STEM Curriculum Grids” for differ-
ent countries, including Australia, where learning objectives of several aspects
of the curricula are cross-referenced against LEGO R©’s activity packs. For ex-
ample, there is a guide for mathematics curriculum [35]. LEGO R© has also spon-
sored the First LEGO League R© and develop the Australian Curriculum Links
that cross-reference objective such as “General Capabilities - Literacy”, “Gen-
eral Capabilities – Personal and Social Capability”, and “General Capabilities
– Information and Communication Technology (ICT) Capability” to the oppor-
tunities to accommodate such objectives with the involvement with the “First
LEGO League” R©. Our activities must inspire learners to seek the reasoning and
mathematical problem solving that is developed in high-school and tertiary ed-
ucation. However, our links to mathematical concepts and skills are significantly
more specific regarding the Mathematics curriculum by Australian Curriculum,
Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA). We are inspired by the hands-
on, exploratory and interactive approaches of others [38] for Lower Secondary
School, but we offer significantly more complex challenges.

Our approach follows the design of activities inspired by the activities sug-
gested by Mayerová and Veselovská [18]. However, our approach is more into
Problem-Based Learning [33] and fostering creativity to apply lateral think-
ing and cognitive skills that sit high in the Bloom taxonomy. Some of these
correspond to so-called 21st-century skills [33]: Critical Thinking Skills, Cre-
ativity Skills, Communication Skills, Collaboration Skills. In robotics education,
Inquiry-based Learning [29] and Problem-Based Learning [33] have been con-
trasted with Project-Based Learning [24]. We follow the proposal of Samuels
and Poppa [31] for “Themed challenges: Students were briefed on a number of
specific challenges around an engaging theme for which they were required to
build a robot”. Our lessons developed from contact with high-school clubs using
robotics for STEM is a similar fashion that theirs [31].

We aim for closer links between mathematical thinking, computational think-
ing and problem-solving. It is important to analyse the concept or robot, or the
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constructs of programming. But, we seek the fundamental understanding of the
notion of algorithm as a generic solution for all the valid inputs. We emphasise
the notion of algorithm correctness in the true spirit of relational understanding
by Skemp [34]. We share the hope to recognise and guide STEM talent [25].
Most of the topics of our activities seem to be innovative with respect to the
multi-grade curriculum of the project READY [28]. Also, there seems to be sig-
nificant use of the links between educational robotics and topics such as control
theory (feedback-loop control and related matters of sensor and actuators) and
programming at the university level [36]. Similarly, some service units for educa-
tional robotics focused on programming skills and efficacy skills, and cooperative
learning![20]. Interest is increased for STEM [20], but the topics remain distant
to mathematical concepts. In some cases, the aim for trans-disciplinary curricu-
lum has reached computational thinking, coding, and engineering [11], it still
falls short of crossing mathematical thinking and societal impact. We attempt
to inspire discussion of technology’s impact, but we admit we do not aim to
reach the current level of debate [37]. Similarly, we are aware that mathematics
provides perhaps the simple models for the physical world, directly propelling
the progress of automation and robotics. We use some examples to inspire debate
on the successes of artificial intelligence in emulating human cognition [4]; for
example, we use Apple’s Siri (a voice-controlled personal assistant) to find out
who was Winston Churchill, or to convert radians to degrees. These demonstra-
tions of semantic understanding illustrate the impact on recommender systems
is no longer merely syntactic matching by search engines and convincingly ar-
gues that memorisation and instrumental understanding [34] is becoming less
valuable. However, we barely touch on the treatment of values, for example, the
potential implementation of systems with emotions [9].

3 First challenge

Our first challenge is to program the robotic champion of “paper, scissors, rock”.
It enables the practice of understanding the problem. This task requires to build
a program, so the robot moves its arm in a specific position. This sub-problem is
rather simple for the configuration of the robot, as the required program is small:
It only requires one block. By using the vast amount of resources about LEGO-
Mindstorms or the guidance of the instructor, we have seen every Year 6 child
or older complete this task. Thus, every child succeeds with the first problem.
Here is where we bring the other aspects of PBL. Although considered a variant
of IBL [24], PBL starts from real and meaningful problems. We link the “paper,
Scissors, rock” challenge to the current academic, economic and social debate of
ethical decisions by autonomous vehicles. We bring to the attention the reality
of moral dilemmas and the suitability of machines selecting the fate of some
humans over others. We point to the recent media reports and the controversial
and contradictory views different people have on this regard.

Another aspect for adopting a PBL philosophy is that we want to create
the need to know about some mathematical tools. The virtue of our problems
is that they are easy to formulate, and in principle, they are understood across
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the diversity of the students. However, they are also at the frontier of current
research, (recall that the first challenge is an abstraction of the issues around
ethical machines). Satisfactory solutions (usually raise more question) can be
attempted quite satisfactorily by experimentation. Thus, we immediately suggest
creating (coding) behaviour, so the robot can engage, or compete against other
similar robots in a tournament of the game of “scissors, paper, rock”. Facilitators
participate also illustrating the inquiry and problem-solving investigation asking
the student question such as “Why?”, “How do you know for sure?” “Is that the
best possible? ” Depending on the progression of the Socratic debate, we have
been able to introduce concepts such as Nash equilibrium and mixed strategies.
Students have reinforced their notions of probability to calculate the expected
wins of the program that chooses randomly among the three options.

While guiding learners for this challenge, we have found opportunities to in-
troduce similar triangles, and as a result, units for bearings, such as degrees and
radians. Just debating where is left, right, ahead or behind enables the discus-
sion frames of reference. Converting between polar-coordinates and Cartesian
coordinates results in motivation for trigonometric functions (although polar-
coordinates has been removed from Math A and Math B in the Queensland
curriculum). We can raise questions and inquiry regarding the shapes produced
by robotic arms with different joints and introduce motivating discussion for
concepts in motion planning such as C-space.

There have been learning guides [2] to use robotics and introduce children
to programming. Kumar’s [2] manual uses the Myro robot to introduce python

programming. We allude to Kumar’s [2] manual because it shows how natural it
is to present the programming of “papers, scissors, rock” with a uniform random
choice. It is also interesting that although uniform random choice is the only
mixed strategy that is a Nash equilibrium, and in that sense the best, Kumar’s [2]
manual also shows that if we know biases of the opponent’s selection (and humans
are creatures full of biases), we can take advantage of such preferences.

We have observed a constructivist revision in most students concept map
regarding the notion of machine. The definitions and the popular culture are
that once properly set up, machines perform an intended action deterministically.
Now we are introducing machines we cannot predict what they will do (recall,
the champion robot of “papers, scissors, rock” must be unpredictable).

4 Second Challenge

Our second challenge is simply stated.

Construct a program that receives two inputs to travel in the same circle
but different speed. Explain (justify) why it works correctly.

This challenge favours PBL over IBL, because the emphasis shifts slightly from
inquiry skills to problem-solving skills, and in particular reasoning strategies.
But our intention is to fulfil Bell’s first principle of Connectedness [5]. We ex-
pect that each new idea is linked to an old one enabling students to progress
to a common understanding. We aim to guide them to produce a kinematic
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model for the differential drive. This is a challenging task. Depending on several
assumption regarding the nature of the motors, it sits at the frontier of some
current investigations (the derivation of the classical kinematic model for a dif-
ferential robot is sometimes explained with not much notation [32, Page 61-62]
and rapidly [27]). However, sometimes, much more detailed explanations are pro-
vided [30, Section 2.4]. Kinematics models only some aspects of the situation.
Thus, the nature of the potential open avenues to the question, or the opportu-
nity for the pupils to inquiry about the assumptions for an acceptable solution
(typical assumptions are suitable for kinematic modelling: the robot is on a rigid
surface and not or sand or on a slippery surface, and learners adopted them the
context of the room where we carry out the activities).

The analogies with physical situations (role-playing situation of pushing with
only one motor, or both at the same speed) and producing drawings should
provide structure and context (as per Bell’s second principle [5]). But as before,
we let the learners explore. If they are able to discuss with others we have found
that the typical solution that emerges is one where the differential robot has
one motor with no power, and the other motor uses the input value to set the
speed. This is a correct solution, but it is a special case. Some student will
produce some other extreme special cases. For example, one motor with the
inverse (negative) speed as the other motor and using the input to regulate the
magnitude of the speed. Under this conditions, the robot will spin on its centre,
and at different speeds, and some students will argue that this is a very small
circle. The exploration by the students take several directions, it is unpredictable.
But this indeed how mathematics is constructed. Originally, the kinematic model
of a differential drive was not found in a book, it was constructed. Building a
program so that a differential robot travels the same circle but at different speed
is relatively easy if one is familiar or has a description of the kinematic model for
such robot. The challenge is to keep the radius constant although the speeds in
the left and right wheels are different. This concept already can establish links
to some mathematical thinking, in particular, to the notion of curvature.

We do not claim all students from Year 6 to Year 12 reach all the steps, of
the intend reasoning path, but we have observer Year 6 pupils discover the entire
argument, and we have observed Year 12 learners failing to complete it, but at
least all have gained an appreciating for the reasoning behind the mathematical
development. This is precisely what PBL proponents suggest [24]: to identify
sub-problems, activating prior knowledge, build models, specify and elaborate
on knowledge, and derive justifiable conclusions.

Some of the explorations by students may lead them to the first observation:
as long as the speed of both motors does not change (and is somewhat not
too large), then the differential drive result is some circle. They probably will
discover that the difference between the speed of the right wheel and the left
wheel is a significant factor in regulating the diameter of the circle. Playing
with different program usually inspires them to notice that very high speeds
may cause undesirable effects, like the robot skidding and producing what seems
random (or at least hard to predict) trajectories. Some of these examples are
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(a) Radius of wheel is same as
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(b) If two wheels complete laps in the
same time, the outer spins faster

Fig. 2: Figures that assist the argument to build a kinematic model of a
differential-drive.

special solution that correspond to Polya’s principle to explore special cases [26].
We can usually guide them to the discovery that the magnitude of the difference
in speed contributes to the radius of the circle’s trajectory. Moreover, we find
again another special case, when the magnitude and direction of the speed of
both motors is the same, the robot travels in a straight line. This allows us
to suggest mathematical abstractions of geometry where the straight line is a
special circle with its centre at infinity (note the link with the notion of limit).

As an aside, because the schedule for the activity does not allow, we consider
in the booklet (and in presentations to high-school teachers of the activities to
build lessons) some other examples to motivate exploring kinematics (as mathe-
matics of motion without considering the forces that affect the motion). At least
we hope teachers can suggest to learners that there is much to contribute in
solving problems in robotics considering other wheel arrangements, familiar to
students, such as a bicycle (equivalently a motorbike or scooter). We find that
some concepts are within the intuition of students, for example, the notion of
instantaneous centre of curvature.

But, for the allocated time, our activity plan motivates learners to follow the
experimentation with working on reasoning with drawings. Producing drawings
is also part of the problem-solving strategies by Polya [26] who suggest to draw
pictures. But such drawings already consist of an abstraction, that removes what
the problem-solver considers not essential. Those sketches are now models. A
crucial model that emerges in some students is derived of the special case of
considering just one wheel (like a mono-cycle). What trajectory is performed by
a mono-cycle if the centre of the wheel is attached by a rigid string to a post,
and the string slides (it does not wrap around the post)?

We inspire learners with some simple cases (Polya’s principles once more):
what if the string’s length is as long as the radius of the wheel (refer to Fig-
ure 2a)? This special case represents the wheel rotating on another wheel and
can be illustrated physically with LEGO’s gears. How many rotations will the
wheel do over a circular trajectory that has double the radius? What if the tra-
jectory is a circle with k-times the radius? We are aiming at learners discovering
the meaning behind a formula that relates the linear speed of the wheel with the
angular speed around the trajectory of the circle. Recall that our challenge is to
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identify how to command with software the wheels of a differential-drive robot
around a circle with fixed radius (but to regulate the speed).

Typically students discover by experimentation that if they double (or mul-
tiply by the same constant) the magnitude of the speeds for both motors, the
robot travels the same circle. What raises the bar about this exercise is the jus-
tification. The aim here is to reach relational understanding of mathematics as
proposed by Skemp [34]. Relational understanding is equivalent, in our view, to
understanding why an algorithm works. Instrumental understanding is equiva-
lent to being able to execute the algorithm. Naturally, to inspire students into
studying algorithms, we feel the relational understanding [34] of mathematics
and computer science is of primary importance.

If another wheel rotated around the post further away (on a larger circle),
such second wheel would spin faster (Figure 2b), why? But as long as they go
around the post at constant speed, they each rotate at their individual constant
speed. Does the separation of the wheels play a role? Bringing the recently build
knowledge assist with this. The physical robot is hard to modify to explore
enlarging/reducing the separation L between the wheels, but the graphical model
should enable student to discover that the further apart the second wheel is, the
faster it must spin to circumvent the post. Again, most of the debate should be
prompted encouraging and fostering reflection and critical thinking: alternating
from Why? to What if? and attempting to re-formulate the problem into other
problems. As part of our IBL approach, and since Polya [26], some of the elements
of problem-solving consist of reformulating the question.

The next step guides learners to the observation that there are three circles,
when the robot travels at constant speed over a circle. There is the circular
trajectory of the left wheel, there is the circular trajectory of the right wheel
and there is the circular trajectory of the centre of the axel that connects the
wheels (and that we may chose that point as the origin for our frame of reference
for the robot). When the robot travels at constant speed the angular velocity
around the instantaneous centre of curvature is the same for these three circles.
We may not use the term angular velocity, (but from the guided analysis, and
in particular Polya’s principle of working in the one understanding the question
as a problem-solving strategy), the challenge statement is translated into going
around in a circle at a controllable number of laps per unit of time.

We can proceed to some mathematical encoding, and move from the geo-
metric model to the mathematical model. Again, we have found that the ability
from students to reach these stages is independent of their schooling year clas-
sification. Although some familiarity with algebra and in manipulating linear
equations does enable some students to build the argument themselves. If the
radius of the circular trajectory is R and the separation between the wheels (the
length of the axle in the robot is L, then fact that the rigid robot is travelling at
constant speed means that the angular velocity of the wheels in the environment
is the same. Depending on the frame of reference, whether the robot is drawn
travelling clockwise or counter-clockwise (for our argument refer to Figure 2b),
we may get some symmetrical argument, but for the circles of the wheels:
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angular velocity = Vr/
(
R +

L

2

)
and angular velocity = Vl/

(
R− L

2

)
where Vr is the linear velocity of the right wheel, and Vl is the linear velocity of
the left wheel. Some learners could encode the situation as

Vr = angular velocity ×
(
R +

L

2

)
(1) Vl = angular velocity ×

(
R− L

2

)
(2)

already because of the earlier exploration of the single wheel on a circular trajec-
tory which provides a formula of the form linear velocity = R× angular velocity
where R is the radius of the trajectory.

Subtracting Equation (2) from Equation (1) gives Vr−Vl = L×angular velocity
or equivalently

angular velocity = (Vr − Vl)/L. (3)

This equation should be a mathematical model that represent all the initial
hands-on exploration with the robot. Namely, it does represent that when both
linear speeds are the same there is no angular velocity, the robot moves on
a straight line! Moreover, if we make Vr, Vl of equal magnitude and opposite
sign, then the robot spins on itself, with angular velocity proportional to the
magnitude |Vr| = |Vl|.

This first part of the kinematic model describes how the orientation of the
robot (what is it looking at straight ahead, or it bearing) changes as the software
controls each motor speed (typically power and direction, already suggesting the
notion of vector as magnitude and orientation). However, the challenge is to
set the radius R. However, now adding Equation (2) and Equation (1), and

substituting the angular velocity given by Equation (3) gives R = L
2

(Vl+Vr)
(Vl−Vr)

.

Now is clear that if the new speeds are V ′l = kVl and V ′l = kVr the radius is the
same, and Equation (3) shows the angular velocity is not the same.

The previous argument is also the kinematic justification of why a robot
with a differential-drive performs circles. While many kinematics concepts have
traditionally been regarded as topics suitable for advanced undergraduates and
graduate students [10, 32], we argue here that the hands-on activity enables
even Year-6 learners to gain significant understanding of the techniques and an
appreciation for the usefulness of mathematical thinking.

5 Third challenge

We introduce this challenge reviewing effects of the industrial revolution, the
birth of engineering and wide-spread automation. We discuss the video Humans
Need Not Apply (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Pq-S557XQU) as it is
thought-provoking because it suggest automation will move not only from re-
placing people for physical tasks, but also for intellectual tasks.

Our third challenge is an introduction to feedback-control systems. Although
our pupils rarely have any exposure to calculus, they can be exposed to the no-
tion of a feedback-loop by requesting their robot to follow a line or to maintain
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a distance to another moving robot. Actually, it is quite intuitive that the soft-
ware must do something every time it detects an error in such regularisation
challenges. We have no space to describe the plan for the activity, but suffice
to say that rather than using the approach of control theory (that studies the
proportional-derivative-integral (PID) controller using the tools from calculus
and maybe then the tools of transforms to build the discrete PID), we motivate
directly discrete PIDs. This turns our to be quite natural, since discrete PIDs
are the only type that can be used with the software and the robots.

6 Conclusion

We have also described the activities to 3 groups of high-school teachers as
part of two professional-development conferences to teachers. We performed a
survey with the school teachers [13]. The survey consisted of 8 question in a
5-point Likert scale and was completed anonymously by 38 participants. The
preferred response to all questions is highly indicative that the activities could
be incorporated in high-school lessons and would foster the interest in learners
for problem-solving using mathematical tools. For all questions, at least 84% of
the responses were the extreme positive response. Moreover, never an educator
chose the extremely negative response. For all questions, never more than 2
answers were not positive.
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